What does
it take to
achieve digital
transformation?

The strategy for many CIOs:
→ Cloud first
→ Flexible open technology platforms

Fujitsu PRIMEFLEX and
Red Hat® OpenStack® Platform
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By 2019, 30% of organizations that are due to refresh their
integrated infrastructure system will shift to alternatives, such
as reference architecture and HCIS offerings.2

What’s the wish list for the on-premises
part of your infrastructure?

Wishlist

Agility

Flexibility

Power

Simplicity

Hyper-converged infrastructure
is the answer.

Integrated
simple
infrastructure

Dynamic
assignment
of resources

Easy scalability
assignment
of resources

Open technology platforms
with flexible software
layer to run a variety
of workloads

Ready for
modern development
paradigms

But many CIOs are reluctant to commit to open source…
$

Limited budget

No best practice established

Lack of key stakeholder
investment

No safe option available

Legacy infrastructure

Fujitsu and Red Hat make sure your open source
cloud infrastructure works for your business.

Ready-to-run integrated
systems including servers,
storage and software

Market leader
in open source

Hyper-converged
Infrastructure

HCI

Pre-validated
Pre-integrated
High security
Enterprise-class reliability

Self-Service portal
Monitoring
Cost Management
Hybrid Cloud Management
Containers
OpenStack Platform
Hypervisor

Cloud
Connected

Hardware

Visible to you: ease, speed and simplicity
Digital Transformation Platform Demo
We get all your stakeholders around the
table to craft your individual solution.

Developers
IT Infrastructure

Line of business

For more information,
download the IDC Spotlight
on Digital Transformation.

Interested?
Discover how Fujitsu and Red Hat can help you
build your cloud infrastructure.
Arrange a workshop: PRIMEFLEX-PM@ts.fujitsu.com
Visit Fujitsu Private Cloud website
Mail us at PRIMEFLEX-PM@ts.fujitsu.com
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